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We have created the universal EasyPlant seeder in cooperation with a manufacturer with nearly        

50 years of experience in the production of grain seeders and over 25 years of background in the 

construction of pneumatic precision seeders. We use proven sowing devices, working elements, 

controllers and other components of our partner, whose machines have sown on millions of hectares.

A universal mechanical grain seeder

Easy Plant

A universal seeder for grains, rapeseed and legumes
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Dzięki zastosowaniu zęba ATLAS maszyna może pracować jako głębosz wyposażony w płozę nacinającą lub jako 
nowoczesny kultywator podorywkowy z podcinaczem ścierniskowym, w każdym przypadku zęby wyposażone są 
w węglik spiekany ( płoza, podcinacz ścierniskowy, dłuto oraz osłona grządzieli ).

Głębosz/Kultywator podorywkowy U 638 

Standard equipment:
- 2 rows of double-disc coulters
- pressure of coulters regulated steplessly
- stepless gearbox
- gear drive from the supporting wheel using a chain drive
- three-position pin sowing devices (double-piece sowing wheels)
- precise adjustment of the sowing depth, adjustable steplessly on the seeder wheels
- copying and press unit (rubber press wheels) 
- rear transport lighting
- mechanically adjustable spring harrow
- loading and inspection platform with steps 
 -supporting wheels

When introducing grain seeders to our range, we made sure that they were functional, as well            

as durable and easy to use. The applied solutions and components will make them serve their buyers 

for many years of operation, regardless of the working conditions in which they will have to operate.

At special request, the machine can be equipped with additional fertilizer spreading system.
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A universal seeder for grains, rapeseed and legumes
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Within the framework of optional equipment,              
the following are available:
- electrically switched tramlines                                                                    
- tramlines with a computer*                       
- hydraulic pre-emergence tramlines                                                             
- looseners of tractor traces (2 pcs.)                                                                                
- looseners of tractor traces (4 pcs.)  
*) it supports the filling level sensor of the seed 
hopper and optional pre-emergence paths.                                                                                     

Purpose:
EasyPlant grain seeder is intended for sowing grains, 
rapeseed, grasses and legumes. The machine can 
work solo or aggregated by means of a hydraulic 
coupling with active, disc and tine aggregates. 
EasyPlant seeder can work on any type of soil. Owing 
to the solid construction of our machine, sowing into 
stony or poorly cultivated fields is not a problem. Our 
seeder, as standard, is equipped with self-cleaning 
double-disc coulters, which allow sowing in cultivated 
soil as well as in a mulch. EasyPlant seeder, already   
in its standard version, has a very large seed hopper 
capacity.

A seeder adjusted to operation in any conditions
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(pcs.)

HP**

I

km/h

cm

Number of coulters 

Power demand

Seed hopper capacity

Working speed 

Working depth range

19

60-70

780

5-8

0-12

21

65-80

850

5-8

0-12

23

75-90

940

5-8

0-12

27

90-110

1085

5-8

0-12

Technical specifications Unit Model

Operating width m  2,5 2,7 3 3,5 4 

Weight kg* 1120 1230 1320 1570 1800

31

100-120

1250

5-8

0-12

*) weight of the machine with standard equipment with rubber pressure wheels.
**) minimum power demand may significantly vary depending on the equipment 
and soil conditions. 
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